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The conference on industry and society in the Community (see IRT No. 138) 

held by the Commission of the European Communities in Venice on 20-22 April 

liaS attended by 350 delegates representing employers' federations and 

labour organizations, the European institutions and the national 

administrations of the ten countries of the enlarged Community. 

After an opening address by Mr Spinelli 7 the Member of the Commission with 

special responsibility for industrial affairs, and the summing-up by 

Mr Toulemon, the Commission's Director-General for Industrial, Technological 

and Scientific Affairs, of the progress achieved by the Community as regards 

industrial policy 7 those attending the Conference split up into three 

groups during a plenary session attended by Mr Mansholt, the President of 

the European Commission. 

on 22 April. 

The activities of these groups 1r:ere reported on 

There was, of course, no question of the Conference yielding up any 

conclusions or resolutions, so the chairmen of the groups submitted consenus 

opinions which did not impose any liability on their respective groups. 

1. The group studying the problems of industrialJeve;±.opment and tj~ 

corre9~~n of so~ial and regiJm~~~~~~21ce was chaired by Mr Coppe, a 

Member of the Commission of the European Communities. 
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Nine reports (see IRT No.· 138) dealing with the following were prepa~ed in 

this connection: 

1. The problems of and future·outlook for industrial development in the 

Community. 

2. The role and position of man in induf!tr.v. 

3. The conditions require.d if capital investme~t.s are to be _slirect ed more 

towards the less developed areas in the Community. 

The group began by stating that industr,y has hitherto accomplished with 

great efficiency a task considered for a long time to be its o~ly one,, 

namely, the provision of an increasing supply of material goods. of 

€Ver-improving quality. ~miever1 rapid quantitative growth goes hand in 

hand with heavy socia],. costs, the chief of which are the massive .movement 

··or· ·labour away from agriculture and certain sectors of industr,y and the 

large-scale migration of wo.;rke.rs. On the other hand, little progress is 

to be seen as regards the distribution of the benefits of growth. 

The criticisms now levelled in almost all quarters and often very 

vociferously at the gro~~h econornw, or the associated demands for more 

attention to qualitative objectives, are generally accepted as valid,. but 

no one has gone so far as to reject economic grmvth in itself. Further 

. :· growth .is necess~ry 1 . am0rig other reasons, in order to satisfy the ne~s -

still enormous - involved· in reducing the disparities between industrialized 

societies and in elimli1ating the backwar~~ess qf the underpriyileged countries. 

However, the delegates were also unanimous in pointing out that growth at 

,any price Wa.s out of the question. , · · · 

A ~lear majority emerged in favour of strengthening the pluralist nature 

of the present organization, as neither private enterprise alone nor the 

public authorities on their own possess the resources needed to resolve 

effectively the human and social problems posed by the.implementation of 

an economic policy. Under no circumstances, however, s~ould this lead to 

a centralized bureaucracy. The position of i~dividuals in indust~J was 

surveyed by the group under three headings: 

·1. Asset formation for workers. 

2. Collective bargain~ng agreements at a European level. 

3. Norker participation in· {ndust:cy, particularly in the future European 

company. 
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Although the need for a better balance between the regions ~~s unru1imously 

recognized, of course, the opinions as to how the resources should be used 

vary between direct intervention by the public authorities in the factors 

of production, improved methods of informing industrialists of the 

development potential of the various regions and additional measures on 

the part of the public authorities in order to overcome the handicaps of 

the underdeveloped regions by means of an overall economic policy involving 

the reshaping of existing structures in line with the specific problems of 

both the agricultural and the industrial regions. 

Opinions also differ on the part to be played by. the Community, it being 

felt in certain quarters that a comprehensive approach at both Community 

and national levels will ensure maximum efficiency, while others are mnre 

sceptical or even openly critical. Concrete measures have been proposed 

to the Community such as coordination of national measures, pilot studies 

on the regions, pooling of L~formation on the positive potential of the 

regions. 

In general terms the emphasis was placed on the need to add a social 

co~tent to economic and monetary union, without which it would be 

meaningless. 

2. The group examining the problems arising from polle.ct~~e _!l~e.~ ... ~nd .,:tl.l~ 

.cm~lj.jx__QJ.. l,!f__g was chaired by Hr Barre, n. Vice~·P:resident of the Commission 

of the European Communities. 

Nine reports dealing with the following were prepared on this subject (see 

IRT No. 138) : 

1. The development of collective and individual needs in European society. 

2. The effects which attempts to improve the environment have on industrial 

development and the siting of firms. 

3. The increase in the cost of public infrastructures and equipment and the 

problem of fin~~cing them. 

Three types of public need emerge in modern societies: traditional needs 

for administration and security, needs bound up with the economic activity 

of individuals and companies (transport, energy, telecommunications); 

social and cultural needs (health, education, culture, leisure). 
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The quality of life depends upon the human environment in all its forms 

(and not only the fight against pollution). This is an economic, but also 

a social and political problem in that (a) the relationships between social 

groups reflect power relationships ~~d (b) economic development gives rise 

to a desire for participation which is not on~ an intensified demand for 

social services but also a problem involving the structure and distribution 

of power within society. 

Our societies are looking for a new type of economic, social and human 

development. The concept of growth is not questioned, but it is a means 

and not an end li1 itself. Our societies also r~vc a need for both 

economic and social plcmni~g vrhich takes into account the close bonds 

between these two areas and must be formulated not only at a national but 

also at a Community level. Finally, the type of developmcn·ii which seems 

to be desirable admittedly presupposes the rationalization of the economic 

and social options and management, but it also requires greater democracy 

of choice and management. 

Brief~, a new type of development is required, a new kind of economic and 

social policy must be formulated and social relationships nust be revamped. 

As regards the effects which the drive towards a better environment will 

have on industrial development, all of the participru1ts emphasized that 

industrialization is necessary. Hmvever, it is not industry \·Jhich must 

shape society, as was hitherto the case, but rather society wl1ich must 

impose certain rules and a certain discipline upon indust~J in line with 

the aims it is pursuing. 

It also emerged that damage to the environment is caused not only by 

industry but by all of us. Environmental policy must thus be a public 

matter based on a conscious effort on the part of each individual concerned. 

This leads to the need for comprehensive and objective information on 

environmental problems and education of the entire populace, even starting 

at school. 

This information and education will be particularly effective if detailed 

studies are available, and the role of the Commru1ity in this matter received 

special emphasis. Concrete suzgestions were made, namely: 
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1. An impetus should be given to li1terdisciplinary research into ecology, 

town and country planning, and the science and technology of anti

pollution measures. 

2. An accurate stuqy of overall costs (direct costs plus indirect and 

social charges) of the action carried out in the Member States. 

Action is required in addition to studies and the implementation of 

effective measures at a national level l1as been planned. This could 

include prohibition by law in all cases \'lhere this is required for the 

protection or planning of the environment. One proposal deals \"lith a 

system of direct taxation on the emission of pollutants. Others demand 

that companies should be obliged to fit anti-pollution equipment, 

especially in new installations. 

These instances of intervention at a national level cannot be independent 

of each other, so national legislation should be adapted and aligned on a 

Community scale or, if necessary, on a vastor scale, vrhereby the Community 

could participate in its own right. 

For purposes of analysis two levels relating to the funding of infrastructures 

can be distinguished: 

(a) Technical problems concerning finance: 

1. The administrative infrastr~ctures: according to the consensus of 

opinion those must be financed from taxes. 

2. The economic infrastrl1ctures: there was no objection to the services 

provided by these infrastructures being sold to those interested at 

cost (excluding certain partial exceptions subject to a time limit 

in the case of certain regional or social objectives). 

3. The socio-cultural infrastructures: it emerged that public financing 

'!rTOuld quickly become unacceptable as these needs increased if a 

certain latitude of choice and redistribution of the financial 

burdens were not provided for. It proved necessary in every 

possible instance to fina."'lce the services rendered by making a 

charge for them. 
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(b) The economic level~ wher~ the question is raised of the ratio between 

the amount of the a.vailable funds drawn on and the level of these funds. 

1. Since public needs are increasing, the funds must also increase. 

2. A choice must be made between the satisfaction of individual and 

public needs, not by suppressing u1dividual in favour of public 

needs,, but by means of a slo1ver growth rate for the satisfaction of 

individual needs as agains"j; a faster :rate of growth for the 

fulfilment of public requirements. 

The need for clear financial planning also emerged as well as~ at the 

bot·!;om of the picture, the need for non-inflationacy economic growth based 

or! a co:;J.trolled rise in incomes, since European experience has shovm that 

a stop-go economy ahrays results in an inevitable cut in public spending. 

Growth and stability would thus appear to be the conditions underlying a 

coherent, durable programme for the grovrl:;h of the infrastructures needed 

to satisfy public needs. 

3. The group dealing 1'{1~~ the issues raised by :tP._~.Qo=~itx'J3. ;e_l~ce _in the 

\vo_:r:l.d wa.s qhaired b~ Ur· ~ Portz, Chairman of the European Investment J3ank. 

Nirie reports concerning '·the follov1ing were compiled on this subject (see 

IRT Uo. 138): 

1. The aims and resources of a European policy on technological development. 

2. The rise of the mUltu1ational ·companY. 

3. The promotion of industrialization in the emerging nations. 

(a) Dcb(l.tes ontcchnological developm()nt policies generally led to fairly 

searching que~tions on the policies pursued by the qommunity for a 

null!-ber.of years. Fairly broaq. agreement was reached on the fact that 

a technolog~cal policy.aimed at a Co~ity antarchy is ~ot viable. 
' .. . 

The Community should ~ather pursue a policy which is.based on open 

doors and cooperation and also on a considerable effort on its part as 

regards technological development, without at the same time rejecting 

ties with the rest of the world. 
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The paths to follow in the preparation and implementation of a Community 

policy on technological development diverge ver.y slight1Y. 

First of all, the basic essential is the practical application of 

technology, which is only a tool in the hands of economic and social 

policies. The definition of sector policies thus emerges a~ a 

prerequisite for the implementation of Community technology progro.mmcs. 

The chief technological stimulus has led to the development of the 

Common ]~arket itself. 1Jever"bheless, a Community policy must be 

mapped out in certain specific fields (the aerospace and data-processulg 

industries, etc.) and backed up by, in particular, a European public 

procurement policy. Community-level research programmes covering a 

certain number of intermediate tecl1nologies (e.g., materials and 

corrosion technology) could prove: useful. Finally, the Commission's 

proposal for the creation of Community industrial development contracts 

offers a certain attraction as a means of supporting the efforts ·of 

European industry in the development of nel-r products or processes. 

Secondly, technological R&D constitute a specific area within Community 

policy which is essential if Europe is to overcome the handicaps 

arising from the special situation of the European countries. The 

greatest problems exist in defining the aim of such a policy. T>io 

different methods have been suggested: 

On the one hand, the only method. is the l"ridesprea.d use of systems 

analysis for the prior definition of options on the basis of 

mathematical methods; 

On the other hand, tecl1nological progress has hitherto entailed a 

pronounced imbalance between the satisfaction of individual and public 

or social needs. Community policy must therefore take steps to remedy 

this situation, Community action being directed in particular at such 

fields as to'~ planning and living conditions, working conditions and 

organization and, in a broader sense, all matters relating to the 

quality of life. 
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All of the .speakers emphasized-the ·importance which they attached to 

all. aspects of vrhat might be termed "the. primacy of dcmocracyn, i.e., 

they all insisted on the absolute need to put the essential development 

of the economy to work in the service of politics, this being taken to 

be the good of the Community as democratically defined through the will 

of all its citizens, and on the need to prevent our society from being 

do~inatcd by technology. 

The general consensus was that only cbnsultation in a democratic spirit 

at all levels of the dynamic forces .in Europe would ease the tensions 

·besetting the faster rate of change \-rhich goes hand in hanG. with 

. progress, thus enabling our society and i..'Yldustry to. be reconciled in 

the interest of the common good. 

(b) Advances 1!.1 communications, improvements in management techniques and 

also the creation of the Common l1arket itself have recently caused an 

unprecedented increase in international bu~?iness activity. 

There is a gap between these developments, which transcend national 

frontiers, and the maintenance of the basic national political and 

trade union institutions which is bound to generate tensions. 

The workers' representatives voiced their fears that such companies 

might abuse their power, ignore the policies of the host country and 

prevent organized labour from fulfilling its role. At the very least 

union structures adapted to the situation should be quickly created. 

The heads of large companies regard the internationalization of business 

as one of the most positive factors of economic progress. They are 
. . 

hoping fo~ an appropriate amendment o~ the legal, fiscal and union 

frammvork surrounding companies in order to bring about the h~rmony 

currently ~acking betvveen themselves_ and their environment. _ 

Also, the heads of the multinational companies emphasized the absolute 

necessity for these companies to inte~te to the full, v-lithin the host 

count~r. In order. to contribute even more to this integration process, 

certain captains of industry suggest even greater use of formulas such 
• ' t • • + • ~ 

as those involving_the creation of subsidiaries open to investment from 

the hos~ country .in industrialized_nations, or joint ventures linking 
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the State with the banks for overseas d~velopment. Hi thin the context 

of their industrial relations. the representatives of these companies 

have expresssed a desire to enter into a dialo~le at all levels and 

hope that their business partners will set up adequate machiner,y for 

this. 

Both rapporteurs and spe~{ers spelt out the absolute necessity for 

proceeding at a Community level towards the consolidation of machiner,y 

which would provide the multinational companies with a valid 

representative at European level and also enable the European 

organizations to negotiate effectively with the governments outside 

Europe which con-~rol the headquart~rs of the companies operating in 

Europe. 

Final~, two underlying points were emphasized: 

1. A companu·with large-scale operations in several countries cen only 

achieve long-term stability if nationals of these various countries 

are involved in its central management; the training of such staff 

is a major task in the Europe of today. 

2. Several speakers insisted on t~e need to promote the setting-up of 

a greater number of European-managed ru1d -funded multinational 

companies in order to· provide the necessary countervteight to the 

multinational companies having their roots outside Europe. 

(c) The industrialization of the Third World is today at the crossroads: 

the creation of export industries, based essentially on the differences 

in labour costs, would henceforth seem to have real potential as a 

follow-on to the industries aimed at oeeting imports head on or 

exploiting the products of the soil and subsoil, both of which have 

il1.ev~table limits. Industries of this type appear to hold out .. great 

promise of growth if the developed countries were to proVide them with 

real aid. 

As regards financial aids to industrialization, emphasis 1~s placed on 

the part played by private capital, for which it vmuld be difficult to 

find a replacement, and 9 correspondingly, the importance of guarru1tees 

for private investments which would 1.1.0 longer be provided at a national, 

but at a world or Community level. Also emphasized was the increasing 
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use of private export credits, which have often plf\yed a productive 

role but which also help the LDCs to slide rapidly into debt and 

sometimes even lead to the setting-up of industries likely to 

i~roverish the host country. 

In the field of management a.nd training aid the group insisted 

primarily on: 

1. The desirability of financial assistance from public aid 

organizations for studies of preliminary investments in industr,yo 

2. The decisive import&ice for the ~idustrial development of the Third 

'\"Torld of professional training, particularly of senior technicians 

and mnnagement staff in the host country. The range of activities 

here is 'lrride open to the Community. 

The recor~endations concerning activities in the comwercial field are 

aimed prin:arily at the gradual libera.li%:a·tion of the Community's import 

policy ru1d 7 hand in hand with this~ the gradual emergence of a system 

of general preferences covering the LDCs as a whole. 

Two guiding principles were underlined: 

1. The Conmrunities should not encourage the growth of excessively 

labour--intensive i:1dustrics :-ri thin its terri tor'J, nor those likely 

to be competitive on 'lrrorld markets becanse of their capital-intensive 

nature, if they could equally be conducted in the LDCs on the basis 

of a production process re~ing more on the labour content. 

2. In order to avoid its labour force becooing the victim of the 

inevitable structural reforms~ tbe Community must map out a 

professional training policy in order to pro~ote the interdisciplinary 

Bobility of labour ~id at the same time formulate a social policy 

enabling the public authorities to beer the individual costs of the 

geographical mobility of labour, should this become inevitable. 






